FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $69*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

Korr Lighting

160W L/Weight Solar Blanket
With Crocskin Cell Armour
$649.00 $549.00

Details

Specifications

If your set up needs to be compact and lightweight without
foregoing output the 160W Lightweight Portable Solar
Blanket with Crocskin from Korr Lighting will have you
covered. This unit has an output 8.89A per hour, with a size
that's only 53cm x 40cm when folded - so it's ideal if weight is
an issue with your set up. Featuring A-grade monocrystalline
cells with a solid copper cell backing, they're also coated with
Crocskin armour for durability. This mat is made from 1680D
canvas, which is double the strength of other units in its
category. Despite the lighter design, this mat has been
constructed to withstand the rigours of touring in harsh
environments. Also included is a 5-stage digital PWM
controller, an Anderson plug and all the necessary cables
you could need for use. Power your gear while away from the
grid with rugged yet light 160W Lightweight Portable Solar
Blanket with Crocskin from Korr Lighting. Compact and light
without sacrificing output Output of 8.89A per hour from a
package that's only 53cm x 40cm when folded Extra thick
and durable 1680D canvas Detachable 5 stage controller A
grade monocrystalline solar cells with solid cell copper
backing and 20 points of contact Crocskin armour coating for
impact protectionReinforced eyelets to allow blanket to be
anchored in windy weather

Snowys Code:

143591

Supplier Code:

HKPSOLB160

External Dimensions:

147L x 107W cm

Packed Dimensions:

53L x 40W x 6H cm

Cable Length:

1 x 5m lead with Anderson-style plugs
| 1 x 1.5m Anderson-style plug to
battery clamp cable

Material:

A-grade Monocrystalline Silicon
Panels | Crocskin&#174; Cell Armour |
Copper Cell Backing | 1680D Nylon
Canvas

Input Power:

50A Anderson

Output Power:

160W | 8.89A | 18V | 1 x 50A
Anderson with Battery Clamp

Weight:

6 Kg

Suggested Use:

Camping | 4WD

Warranty:

3 Year

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns
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